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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two statements about Cisco Nexus 7000 line cards are
true? (Choose two.)
A. The F2 line card must reside in the admin VDC.
B. F line cards are performance-oriented and likely connect
northbound to the core layer for Layer 3 connectivity.
C. M line cards support Layer 2, Layer 3, and Layer 4 with
large forwarding tables and a rich feature set.
D. M line cards are service-oriented and likely face the access
layer and provide Layer 2 connectivity.
E. M1, M2, and F1 cards are allowed in the same VDC.
Answer: C,E
Explanation:
Cisco is introducing a new line card called as F3 Module which
has rich feature set and offers high performance 40G/100G port
density to the Nexus 7000 product family. Cisco also introduced
a new feature in NX-OS 6.2(2) where the F2e line card can be in
the same VDC as M1 or M2 Line Card. The objective of this
session is to cover detailed steps and methodology of migrating

Nexus 7000 with VDC types prior to NX-OS 6.2 to the newer F3 or
M/F2e VDC types. The session also covers the effect of VDC
migration with commonly used Network features, firewall and
load balancer services.
M-Series XL modules support larger forwarding tables. M-Series
modules are frequently required at network core, peering, and
aggregation points. When used with the F1-Series, the M-Series
modules provide inter-VLAN services and form a pool of Layer 3
resources for the system.
Reference:
https://www.ciscolive2014.com/connect/sessionDetail.ww?SESSION_
ID=2244 And
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/solutions/Enterprise/Data_
Center/VMDC/26/vmdctechwp.html
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NEW QUESTION: 3
An organization is setting up a multi-site solution where the
application runs on premise as well as on AWS to achieve the
minimum recovery time objective(RTO).
Which of the below mentioned configurations will not meet the
requirements of the multi-site solution scenario?
A. Setup a weighted DNS service like Route 53 to route traffic
across sites.
B. Setup a single DB instance which will be accessed by both
sites.
C. Keep an application running on premise as well as in AWS
with full capacity.
D. Configure data replication based on RTO.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
AWS has many solutions for DR (Disaster recovery) and HA (High
Availability). When the organization wants to have HA and DR
with multi-site solution, it should setup two sites: one on
premise and the other on AWS with full capacity. The
organization should setup a weighted DNS service which can
route traffic to both sites based on the weightage. When one of
the sites fails it can route the entire load to another site.
The organization would have minimal RTO in this scenario. If
the organization setups a single DB instance, it will not work
well in failover.
Instead they should have two separate DBs in each site and
setup data replication based on RTO (recovery time objective)
of the organization.
http://d36cz9buwru1tt.cloudfront.net/AWS_Disaster_Recovery.pdf
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